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Abstract
Selecting a cohort from a set of candidates is a common task within and beyond
academia. Admitting students, awarding grants, choosing speakers for a conference are
situations where human biases may affect the make-up of the final cohort. In this
paper, we propose a new algorithm, Entrofy, designed to be part of a larger decision
making strategy aimed at making cohort selection as just, quantitative, transparent,
and accountable as possible. We suggest this algorithm be embedded in a two-step
selection procedure. First, all application materials are stripped of names,
institutional affiliations, and other markers of identity that could induce conscious or
sub-conscious bias. During blind review, the committee selects all applicants,
submissions, or other entities that meet their merit-based criteria. This often yields a
cohort larger than the admissible number. In the second stage, the target cohort can
be chosen from this meritorious pool via a new algorithm and software tool called
Entrofy. Entrofy optimizes differences across an assignable set of categories selected by
the human committee. Criteria could include gender, academic discipline, home
country, experience with certain technologies, or other quantifiable characteristics.
The Entrofy algorithm then yields the computational maximization of diversity by
solving the tie-breaking problem with provable performance guarantees. We show how
Entrofy selects cohorts according to pre-determined characteristics in simulated sets of
applications and demonstrate its use in a case study of Astro Hack Week. This two
stage cohort selection process allows human judgment to prevail when assessing merit,
but assigns the assessment of diversity to a computational process less likely to be
beset by human bias. Importantly, the stage at which diversity assessments occur is
fully transparent and auditable with Entrofy. Splitting merit and diversity
considerations into their own assessment stages makes it easier to explain why a given
candidate was selected or rejected.
Introduction
Selecting a cohort from among a pool of applicants is a common task within and
beyond academia. Common cohort selection scenarios include admitting students to
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degree programs, awarding fellowships and grants, selecting speakers for a seminar
series, panel members for a conference, or participants for space-limited workshops. A
frequent challenge in all of these cases is the inherent limitation of available slots or
jobs, as well as the practical need to select the best cohort out of a much larger set of
available candidates. At present, this type of selection in academia is generally
performed by committees convened to judge each candidate or proposal, taking all of
their personal and professional characteristics into account at once.
We argue this process may yield suboptimal results due to the conflation of
professional/academic merit and a range of other personal characteristics [1]. With
respect to professional and academic merit, the goal is generally to choose the best
possible candidates. With respect to certain types of meritorious characteristics, say,
the proven ability to publish, all candidates are competing with the same criteria in
mind. With respect to other characteristics—for instance, strength in certain
computational tasks, gender and racial background, or age range—it may be more
advantageous to select a cohort that contains as much diversity as possible. We
propose to improve on the typical selection process by introducing a computational
tool that is aimed at assisting the process of assessing diversity across assignable
criteria. Our assumptions are that: 1) merit review may be too nuanced for
computational assessment and that 2) diversity maximization may be too
computationally intensive and subject to human bias [2] for committees to efficiently
select optimal cohorts. Thus, we suggest to split the selection into a (possibly blinded)
merit review process and an algorithmic diversity-maximization step where diversity
criteria are defined by each cohort selection committee.
Much has been written about the inherent biases in selecting candidates for
employment [3–9]. In particular, despite ample evidence to the contrary [10, 11], is a
prevailing opinion that successful candidate selection can be learned and intuitive
judgments are predictive of future job performance. This often leads committee
members to make overconfident predictions about the success of the selection
procedure with respect to employee productivity, and an underestimation of the
inherently stochastic processes involved [12, 13]. Additionally, humans tend to be
swayed by stories over facts: in the employment context, this can lead to decisions
that defy evidence and logic [14]. Other inherent biases have been found to affect
selection outcomes and salaries with respect to gender [15, 16] and race [17, 18] based
on the candidate’s name and/or appearance. In several replicated studies across
different problems, unstructured interviews have been found to produce worse
outcomes than grades, general intelligence tests, and structured interviews with clear
selection criteria [9, 13], yet selection procedures continue to be dominated by panels
relying largely on experience, intuition, and debate over one applicant at a time [19]
rather than systematic consideration of possible cohorts of similar collective merit.
Additionally, panels tend to rely more heavily on the representativeness heuristic
(assuming that because something is more representative, it is also more likely [20])
and show more overconfidence in their judgments than individuals do [21]. These
findings stand in contrast to the goal of most selection procedures: to choose the best
set of candidates conditional on minimum requirements and goals dictated by the
situation.
While there is a vast literature regarding hiring practices, there is little empirical
research about academic conference selection procedures. Still, conferences are an
important cornerstone of academic careers: they provide venues for learning the most
recent scientific results (often ahead of publication), for presenting one’s own work, and
for networking [22]. Conference presentations are considered an important measure of
academic success [23] and increase research visibility. This is particularly the case for
early-career researchers and those from international or lower-tier institutions [24].
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Workshop attendance [25] and conference presentations [26] can boost the probability
of early-stage female faculty members getting published and cited. For example, [27]
find that the number of conferences attended predicts post-conference publications,
presentations, and current research activity for attendees of a research methods
conference for primary care practitioners. There is thus a legitimate concern that the
same biases affecting hiring practices may analogously influence selection of abstracts
and participants at academic workshops and conferences. For example, [28] find that
for major medical conferences, an unblinded selection procedure favours candidates
from the United States, English-speaking countries and from prestigious universities.
The problem of selecting a diverse cohort from a candidate pool is related to
diversity optimization within the context of search and information retrieval [29]
where a set of documents are scored by relevance to a search query and a diverse set of
results is selected to minimize information redundancy between elements of the set.
While ranking diversity bears many similarities to the problem of diverse cohort
selection, there are two fundamental distinctions that render existing algorithmic
solutions inapplicable to the present context. First, typical ranking diversity methods
conflate ”relevance” scores (or merit in our setting) with measures of diversity [30],
which makes it impossible to determine or explain why any particular candidate was
or was not selected. Second, ranking diversity methods require a well-calibrated
ordering of all candidates, which can be computationally (and politically) difficult to
achieve when scores are produced by multiple judges [31]. We opt for a clear
separation between determination of individual merit and the creation of an optimally
diverse cohort. Separating these two steps obviates the need for finding a consensus
ranking of candidates and provides an audit trail for determining how each
inclusion/exclusion decision was made. Accountability is critical for establishing trust
in a system that directly impacts people [32].
In this paper we introduce a new algorithm as part of a larger strategy to make
cohort selection in academic and non-academic contexts more quantitative and
transparent in order to allow committees to interrogate their own decisions, probe for
inherent biases, and evaluate the efficacy of their decision making processes. We
advocate for a two-step procedure including an initial blind selection for quality and a
subsequent computer-assisted selection from the pool meritorious candidates that
maximizes user-defined diversity measured at the cohort level. We suggest that the
initial blind selection for quality should be made by individual committee members in
isolation in order to minimize ”groupthink” effects [33]. This step could, for example,
incorporate a score given by each committee member to each applicant based on
clearly articulated quality criteria. Because blind selection procedures may lead to
unexpected (potentially negative) consequences, these scores should themselves be
evaluated for unwanted biases. Any quality selection will likely be subject to a high
intrinsic variance, much of which can be accounted for by heuristics and biases in
human decision making [2, 10].
As explained above, we therefore suggest translating scores directly into a binary
positive or negative decision about admissibility. If the pool of admissible candidates
exceeds the number of available spots, the initial quality selection is then followed in a
second step by a computer-assisted selection of the cohort out of the quality-controlled
pool conditioned on other constraints important to the success of the procedure (e.g.,
demographic diversity). We present a novel algorithm and accompanying software tool
called Entrofy to assist the second stage of the process, framed as an optimization
problem over a large number of competing variables. While the main paper lays out
the algorithm and discusses its application using both simulations and a case study,
the Supplementary Materials provide practical advice for using the algorithm and the
associated software tool.
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Methods
Ethics Statement
The experimental procedures were approved by the Institutional Review Board at New
York University. The questionnaire results referenced in the Discussion section were
obtained during a (voluntary) online post-workshop surveys in 2016 and 2017,
respectively. Workshop participants gave consent online using an IRB-compliant form
before beginning the survey.
0.1 Overview
Given a pool of candidates, a collection of attributes describing each candidate, and
target proportions of each attribute for the selected set, the goal is to find a subset of
candidates whose statistics match the target proportions as closely as possible. For
this purpose, we define an objective function that measures the relative improvement
of adding a given candidate to the pool of selected participants, compared to the
target selection criteria. Starting either from a group of pre-selected (e.g. invited)
participants, or a random position, the algorithm runs sequentially through all
candidates and computes the relative improvement of adding that candidate to the
selected set compared to the target categories. The candidate with the highest
improvement is added to the participant set, and the algorithm continues until the
pre-defined number of participants is reached.
When two candidates would produce the same improvement, the tie is broken
randomly. In practice, for optimization over multiple categories this can lead to overall
solutions that are suboptimal, but we show in Results that this problem can be
effectively solved by picking the best solution out of several randomized runs of the
algorithm.
Algorithm
Let S denote the set of acceptable candidates. Let ai : S → {0, 1} denote the indicator
function of the ith attribute. Given a target set size k ∈ N, and a set of target
frequencies pi for each attribute, our goal is to find a subset X ⊆ S of size |X | = k
such that
∀i :
∑
x∈X
ai(x) ≥ kpi, (1)
that is, the selected subset has statistics which meet or exceed the target proportions
for each attribute ai. In full generality, there may not be any feasible solution if there
are too few candidates possessing the desired attributes. We therefore relax (1) to a
maximization of the following objective function:
f(X) :=
∑
i
wifi(X) (2)
=
∑
i
wimin
(
kpi,
∑
x∈X
ai(x)
)
,
where wi ≥ 0 are non-negative weights, and each fi measures the number of selected
candidates x that satisfy attribute i, but stops counting after kpi have been found.
The coefficients wi can be controlled by the user to express the relative importance
among competing terms in the objective.
Both forms of the Entrofy problem are NP-Hard (Supplementary Materials), so we
do not expect an efficient algorithm to produce exact solutions in all cases [34].
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Instead, we will focus on developing an efficient, greedy approximation algorithm with
provable guarantees.
The greedy maximization strategy (Algorithm 1) operates by iteratively selecting
the point x with the maximum marginal gain over the current solution X ⊆ S:
∆f(X, x) := f (X ∪ {x})− f(X). (3)
Algorithm 1 Greedy set-function maximization
1: procedure Maximize(f, S, k)
2: Initialize X ← ∅
3: while |X | < k do
4: X ← X ∪
{
argmax
x∈S\X
∆f(X, x)
}
5: return X
If the objective function f is monotone (non-decreasing), non-negative, and
submodular, then a greedy maximization algorithm is guaranteed to find a solution X∗
in polynomial time such that f(X∗) ≥ (1 − e−1)f∗, where f∗ is the optimal solution
value [35]. We demonstrate in the Supplementary Materials that (2) satisfies these
conditions, and is therefore amenable to efficient, approximate optimization.
Concave transformation
When optimizing selection over multiple attributes, a single element x’s contribution
to the objective for each term fi is either 0 or 1, regardless of how far from the target
proportion kpi the current solution lies. Consequently, when attribute i is close to
being satisfied while another attribute j is far from its target proportion, the greedy
selection algorithm cannot distinguish between elements that improve fj or fi. As a
result, the algorithm can produce poor solutions which reach the target frequencies for
some attributes at the expense of others.
This problem can be avoided by applying a concave, monotone transformation to
fi, for example, fi 7→ fαi for some 0 < α ≤ 1. Under this transformation, the function
remains non-negative, monotone, and concave, and is therefore still amenable to
greedy maximization. For values α < 1, the marginal gain ∆fαi (X, x) diminishes as fi
increases, as illustrated in Fig 1. The greedy selection algorithm is therefore more
likely to select elements which improve coverage of attributes that are far from their
target proportions.
Randomization and (near) tie-breaking
The greedy maximization algorithm may have to select among multiple equally good
options at each step. Typically, ties are broken arbitrarily by selecting a maximizer at
random. When the objective includes multiple competing terms, this can introduce
some variance in the objective value of the solutions produced by the algorithm. This
variance can be reduced by running the algorithm several times and selecting the
result with highest objective value.
Additionally, the algorithm can be made more robust by allowing it to explore
slightly sub-optimal local choices. We achieve this by relaxing the greedy
maximization to select randomly among elements in the top q-quantile of marginal
gain. For q = 1.0, this reduces to the greedy maximization algorithm.
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Fig 1. Raising fi to the 0 < α ≤ 1 power leads to diminishing marginal gains as the
selected set approaches the target kpi.
Algorithm 2 lists the full Entrofy algorithm, including the concave transformation
and randomized near-tie breaking.
Algorithm 2 The full Entrofy algorithm
1: procedure Entrofy(S, k, {ai}, {pi}, {wi}, α, q)
2:
Let f(X) :=
∑
i
wimin
(
kpi,
∑
x∈X
ai(x)
)α
3: Initialize X ← ∅
4: while |X | < k do
5: Let d(x) := ∆f(X, x) for all x ∈ S \X
6: Let Q := {x | x ∈ top-q quantile of d(x)}
7: Select x uniformly at random from Q
8: X ← X ∪ {x}
9: return X , f(X)
10: procedure Entrofy-MC(n, S, k, {ai}, {pi}, {wi}, α, q)
11: for i ∈ 1 . . . n do
12: X [i], F [i]← Entrofy(S, k, {ai}, {pi}, {wi}, α, q)
13: return the X [i] with largest F [i]
Encoding attributes
The algorithm described in the previous section gives a basic framework with which to
select candidates given multiple binary attributes. In this section, we develop
extensions of the method to improve its use in practical applications.
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Non-binary attributes
The algorithm as described above operates only on binary attributes ai, but many
quantities of interest take non-binary values. Here, we describe methods to convert
non-binary attributes into binary values that can be consumed by the algorithm. We
distinguish between two types of non-binary attributes: categorical and ordinal.
A categorical attribute takes values from a discrete, unordered set of possibilities.
Examples of categorical attributes include a candidate’s home institution, area of
study, or gender (while we appreciate that gender is not a discrete concept, we advise
against modeling gender as a continuous variable here because the proposed
algorithmic framework requires an order relation over continuous values). Categorical
attributes can be readily converted into binary attributes by applying a one-hot
encoding, effectively translating a single variable with some m possible outcomes to m
(mutually exclusive) variables each with 2 possible outcomes.
An ordinal attribute takes values from a potentially infinite but ordered set, e.g.,
real numbers. Examples of ordinal attributes include age, publication count, etc.
Ordinal attributes can be binarized by first quantizing the observed values down to a
finite, categorical set, and then applying the previously mentioned one-hot encoding
scheme. Quantization thresholds can have a significant impact on the behavior of the
algorithm. In the absence of prior knowledge supplied by the user, we partition the
space between the observed minimum and maximum values into m bins of equal
length. When non-binary attributes are binarized, the same weighting coefficient wi is
applied to all corresponding terms in the objective function.
Note that small changes to the boundary positions of histogram bins can produce
large changes in the binary encoding and resulting solution. We advise users to be
cautious when dealing with ordinal data. In our experience, ordinal values are
relatively uncommon, and do not present substantial difficulties in practice.
Correlations between Attributes
In practice, one might be interested in attributes that are correlated in some way.
This could involve intrinsic correlations in the input data, but could also be a design
consideration. For example, one might wish to ensure that the output set contains
both junior and senior attendees who identify as women. While the algorithm itself
cannot take into account correlations between attributes, this is easily solved during
engineering of the attributes. For two attributes i and j with Ni and Nj distinct
possible values per attribute, respectively, one can combine both attributes during
binarization into a single new attribute with NiNj possible values. Instead of setting
targets on each individual attribute separately, one may then set targets on the
possible values for the combined attribute, which now includes all possible
combinations between i and j.
Results
Experiment 1: Simulating A Single Solution with Varying Noise
We performed several controlled experiments with simulated data sets to demonstrate
that our algorithm can successfully recover a solution, i.e., an optimal set of
participants embedded in a larger set of random data. We simulated a hypothetical
data set of candidates with two categories, each of which comprises two attributes
(denoted “yes” and “no”).
We first simulated a single optimal solution to be planted in the data set based on
a set of target fractions for each category, to ensure that an optimal solution could in
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principle be found in every simulation. The objective of these simulations was not to
present realistic circumstances (where target fractions are far from the properties of
the input set and an optimal solution might not exist), but to explore situations where
the algorithm fails when in principle, it should be able to find a solution. To each
simulation, we then added a number of candidates with attributes that are randomly
selected based on some (other) set of input fractions. These additional candidates
effectively act as a type of noise. In realistic situations, ensembles of candidates might
be imbalanced with respect to the target fractions; indeed, it might be a stated goal of
the selection procedure to address imbalances. Hence we perform simulations with
data added to the solution with properties both similar and very dissimilar to the
target fractions. In addition, we varied both the number of participants in the solution
set as well as the number of participants added as “noise”.
Set-up
We vary target fractions between 0.1 and 0.5 (because our categories are binary, they
are symmetric about 0.5). We also vary fractions of the attributes of additional
random samples added to the solution between 0.0 and 0.5, since it is in principle
possible that members with certain attributes exist only in the solution and not
elsewhere in the set of candidates. We vary the number of participants in the output
set (i.e., the solution) between 10 and 100, since we deem it unlikely that the algorithm
will be used for significantly larger target sets. We let the number of random samples
added to the solution vary between 1 and 1000. We also varied the parameter α used
in the objective function between 0.1 and 1.0. For each combination of parameters, we
perform 100 simulations, leading to a total of 24.3× 106 simulations. For each
simulation, we run Entrofy exactly once. We then computed the value of the objective
function for the solution embedded in the data, and calculated the difference between
the solution found by Entrofy for this data set and the objective on the solution we
embedded. When this difference exceeds 0, we deemed the solution found by Entrofy
to be a failure. When the difference is 0, this indicates that Entrofy found either the
planted solution set, or one of equivalent objective value, which we take as success.
Results
In Fig 2, we present the results of our simulations. Here, we kept the target fractions
as well as the random fractions (defining the properties of the randomly added
candidates) of one category constant at 0.5 and varied the target and random fractions
of the other attribute to explore the effect both have on the solution. We find that the
strongest failure mode occurs when the fraction of the candidates added to the
solution for this attribute is 0.0. In this case, the solution deliberately embedded in
the data is the only set of participants yielding an acceptable value of the objective
function. Because we use quantiles for tie-breaking when candidates have very similar
attributes, this makes finding the optimal solution near-impossible when the set of
candidates lacking the attribute in question is very large. Here, the algorithm will
almost always fail on a single try, even if the target fraction of that attribute is as low
as 0.1. There appears a fairly sharp phase transition when 100 or more random
samples are added to the output set, no matter the size of the output set. For random
ensembles larger than that, the algorithm will fail nearly 100% of the time. However,
we caution the reader that the exact position of this phase transition is not well
determined, since the grid used in exploring parameter is fairly coarse (and uses steps
of either 0.1 or 10 for almost all parameters).
When the random fraction is not 0, the rate of failure is lowest when it matches the
target fractions, and highest when random and target fractions are most dissimilar. In
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Fig 2. Failure rates for simulations with different parameters. On the x-axis, we plot
the number of random samples added to each solution nrandom to simulate noise in the
data. On the y-axis, we show the number of participants in the output set nout
(equivalent to the size of the solution embedded in the whole data set). The size of the
data set for each simulation is the sum of nout and nrandom. For all simulations, the
target fractions of the output set as well as the random fractions of one category are
kept constant at 0, while values of both target and random fractions are varied for the
other category. The left-hand column shows results where the target fraction is kept
constant at 0.5, while the random fraction is varied between 0 and 0.5. In the
left-hand column, we show similar plots for a target fraction of 0.1 instead.
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all cases, failure rates are < 50% on a single run of Entrofy on a given data set, and
failure rates are higher when the size of the random sample added to the solution is
small compared to the size of the target output set. This, too, is related to the number
of equally optimal solutions in the data set: when the size of the random sample
added to the solution is large, and random and target fractions are not too dissimilar,
there will be a number of possible solutions, and the probability of the algorithm
finding one of them is comparatively large. Conversely, when there are only few
samples added to the solution embedded in the data, that solution is likely the only
acceptable participant set for Entrofy to find, and it will be less probable that the
algorithm finds exactly that solution. As expected, this effect is exacerbated if the
properties of the random sample and the target fractions differ strongly.
The behaviour described above is largely independent of the parameter α. For α
between 0.1 and 0.5, the results from the simulations are largely consistent. Only
when α = 1, the failure rate increases significantly, overall by about 5 failures for each
combination of parameters. This is expected, since α changes the shape of the
objective function in a way that will make it slightly harder for the algorithm to find
the optimal solution when α = 1. Thus, we recommend α = 0.5 as a reasonable value
reliably returning optimal solutions.
Experiment 2: Simulating Multiple Runs
In practice, running Entrofy several times on the same data set and choosing the
solution with the maximum value of the objective function is a simple way to mitigate
failures on single runs. While this increases runtime, the additional computational cost
is small enough on all reasonable data sets (up to at least 1500 candidates in the input
set) to merit the increase in accuracy.
Set-up
In order to test how many simulations are generally necessary to make success highly
probable, we picked a case where nearly half of the simulations failed and tested for
success as a function of the number of times Entrofy is run on a single data set, ntrials.
We chose a case with an output set of 100 participants and target fractions of 0.5 for
each attribute in both categories. Again, we simulated a solution with these
parameters, and then added 5 additional candidates to the set distributed with one
attribute split 0.1 (“yes”) and 0.9 (“no”), the other 0.5 for “yes” and “no” both. In
our original simulations with α = 0.5, this lead to 49 failures, the highest rate of
failure in simulations with this particular combination of target and random fractions.
As described above, we compute the objective function for each embedded solution,
and subsequently compare with the score returned by Entrofy. In this experiment,
however, we vary the number of trials used in Entrofy for computing the objective
score, between 1 and 200, and run 100 simulations for each value of ntrials.
Results
In Fig 2, we present the results of these simulations. Consistent with our previous
results, nearly half of the Entrofy runs fail to find the optimal solution when the
algorithm is run only once. As soon as multiple trials are used, however, the failure
rate drops sharply and reaches 0 at around 10 iterations. Thus, in practice, allowing
Entrofy to run ∼ 10 times and report the best out of those runs allowed us to
successfully find the embedded optimal solution in all test cases. In general, this value
might depend on the number of distractors, the number of categories and the overall
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properties of the input set compared to the targets, thus in practice very complex
selection procedures might benefit from running additional trials.
Fig 3. The percentage of failed Entrofy runs versus the number of trials used to find
the optimal solution. This simulation uses an optimal solution of 100 participants in a
set of 105 candidates, where the target fractions of 0.5 for the defining attribute are
dissimilar from those of the set of candidates added to the solution (input fraction 0.1).
We choose α = 0.5 and compute the percentage of failures as a function of the number
of Entrofy runs ntrials on each simulated data set, using 100 simulations for each value
of ntrials. For 10 or more trial runs, Entrofy almost always finds the optimal solution.
Case Study: Astro Hack Week
Astro Hack Week is a five-day workshop started in 2014 that recurs annually, with
four completed workshops so far. It focuses on data-intensive research in astronomy
and has multiple goals: education of the community in the most recent data analysis
methods, communicating and encouraging best practices for research, fostering active
collaborations and peer learning within astronomy and between astronomy and
adjacent disciplines, and networking (for more details, see [36]). Because of its highly
interactive nature and its over-subscription by a factor of > 2, cohort selection is a
central problem during conference organization. For the events in 2016 and 2017, we
adopted the approach advocated in this paper: a staggered procedure of quality
control followed by optimization based on the goals of the conference. Applicants were
informed about the purpose and use of the data being gathered, and filled out a
questionnaire including questions probing their motivation and goals for Astro Hack
Week, as well as questions relating to their data science-related skills and (optionally)
their demographic background.
In the first step, we performed a blind selection of candidates (e.g. their names and
institutional affiliations were unavailable to reviewers) based on their responses to
several questions about their motivation and goals for their attendance to Astro Hack
Week. This served largely to remove spam responses in our openly available online
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registration form, and remove candidates whose goals diverged strongly from that of
the workshop. In total, we selected all 110 candidates in 2016 (155 out of 160
candidates in 2017) in this step, since the workshop has few prerequisites and
rejections were only performed for duplicate applications and the rare spam
application.
The nature of the workshop requires maximizing diversity over a range of different
axes, including demographic diversity (of both race and gender in both years, as well
as geographic location in 2017), knowledge of relevant data analysis methods (machine
learning, statistics and programming), academic seniority (including all academic
ranks from undergraduate students to senior faculty, as well as non-academic roles),
and previous attendance at this or a similar event. In total, we optimized over 8
categories (2017: 9 categories), with between 2 and 6 possible options each. We
pre-selected 11 candidates (2017: 9 candidates) including the scientific organizing
committee and selected the remaining cohort of 38 participants (2017: 45 participants)
using the algorithm defined in Methods. In order to quantify similarity between our
targets and the distribution of candidates in both our input set as well as our
participant set, we define a distance between a candidate set and the targets as
d(X) =
1
N
N∑
i=1
1
ni
ni∑
j=1
∣∣∣∣∣
∑
x∈X
ai,j(x)
|X |
− pi,j
∣∣∣∣∣ (4)
for N categories with ni possible attributes each. If X denotes the output set, then
this quantity measures the average distance between the targets and the set of selected
candidates and is ideally d(X) = 0. The same quantity can be computed for X = S,
i.e., the deviation of the entire set of candidates from the targets before selection.
In Fig 4, we present the results of the selection procedure using one particular
category as example. We find that for both workshops, the set of acceptable
candidates (or a random selection thereof) diverges significantly from the ideal cohort
as defined by our workshop goals. For this particular category, we find an initial
distance between the set of candidates and the targets of d(S) = 0.043 in 2016, and
d(S) = 0.11 in 2017. In the set of selected candidates, the distance is reduced by more
than a factor of 10 to d(X) = 0.0041 (2016), but only by about a factor of 2 to
d(X) = 0.054 in 2017. The latter is due to the fact that despite the larger candidate
set in 2017, the overall divergence between input set and targets was much larger, to a
point where it became impossible to find a solution close to the targets.
Repeating this analysis using all categories yields distances d(S) = 0.074 in 2016
and d(S) = 0.148 in 2017. Note, however, that the 2017 data set includes an additional
category, geographic location, for which we had set ambitious targets not supported by
the set of candidates. Even without inclusion of that category, the average distance
between input set and targets is still d(S) = 0.12, almost twice as high as for the 2016
set, indicating that perhaps the 2017 workshop attracted a slightly different population
from the earlier workshop. Part of this might be explained by the much higher
fraction of graduate students who applied in 2017 (62% compared to 50% in 2016) and
the lower target for that particular category set (0.3 in 2017 versus 0.4 in 2016).
Overall, Entrofy found a participant set in 2016 that reduced the distance between
participants and targets to d(X) = 0.028 in the output set. While there seems to be
no optimal set of participants in the data, the application of Entrofy has resulted in a
set of participants that are a considerably closer fit to the desired cohort targets than
we would have gotten if we selected a cohort that matched the properties of the
applicant pool. In 2017, conversely, the overall change in distance is much smaller, by
less than a factor of 2 to d(X) = 0.10. The differences can be explained by the
constrained nature of the input data set: with only an over-subscription of a factor of
∼ 2 and for some categories a large divergence between input set and targets, an
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Fig 4. This figure shows responses to a question from the registration form asking
candidates to self-report their statistics knowledge before the workshop, for both the
2016 workshop (upper panel) and the 2017 workshop (lower panel). In blue, we plot
the mean and standard deviation of 1000 trials, where the selection was performed
randomly.For comparison, the fraction of answers from the selected cohort is shown in
green, and the targets set by the organizing committee based on the workshop goals is
plotted as a dashed black line. In both cases, the selected cohort is notably closer to
the pre-defined targets than the original candidate set, though the effect is much
stronger in the 2016 case. The distance between the set of selected candidates and
targets is d(X) = 0.016, compared with d(S) = 0.173 for the full set of candidates for
the 2016 workshop, whereas the distance between selected candidates and targets is
d(X) = 0.22 for the 2017 workshop, with an original distance between targets and
input set of d(S) = 0.44.
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optimal cohort may simply not exist. Additionally, differences may result from trying
to globally optimize all eight categories at the same time.
The concave transformation weights participants higher if they improve a category
still far from the target, sometimes at the expense of introducing small deviations in
other categories. Note also, that selected candidates declining attendance necessitate
re-selection (also performed with Entrofy). If candidates preferentially drop out in
certain categories that are already underrepresented, this may exacerbate the distance
between participant set and pre-defined targets.
Discussion
The cohort selection procedure we have described can be effectively applied to produce
diverse selections from a pool of qualified candidates. In this section, we briefly
overview some of the beneficial side-effects of the proposed method, describe caveats
and recommendations for effective use in practice, and highlight directions for future
work.
Benefits of algorithmic cohort selection
There is now a wealth of available research, especially from the employment literature,
that recommends making assessment and decision processes as structured and
quantitative as possible to facilitate better decision outcomes [37]. This allows
committees to be accountable to themselves and to the candidates they are assessing.
Because goals and requirements may differ for different scenarios, experimentation
with strategies, questions, weights and targets should be encouraged, as should be
critical evaluation both during and after the selection. This is especially true for
recurring selection events (e.g., annual conferences), where cohorts can be compared
laterally. Entrofy fits within this framework in three ways, providing benefits to
selection committees beyond the output of the algorithm.
First, it helps committees develop the data set and the language around decision
processes to enable evaluation and discussion. Because Entrofy requires committees to
explicitly attach numerical targets and weights to attributes, discussions shift toward
the goals and requirements of the conference, workshop, or degree program. In
particular, committees discuss how to translate their aims into questions asked of
candidates and to establishing targets or weights for Entrofy. Drawing on Astro Hack
Week as an example, participant questions about computer programming skill have
shifted from being broad and undirected (e.g., how many years of programming
experience?) to more fine-grained, objective, and well-calibrated questions that people
can realistically self-report (e.g., whether they have written certain programming
constructs like functions or classes). Similarly, the procedure encouraged the the
committee to critically think about the results of the selection, and allowed it to first
visualize cases of interest (e.g., whether there were correlations between career stage
and gender) and subsequently discuss the inclusion of a joint category in the selection
in order to ensure representation of gender minority participants among all career
stages. Detailed evaluations and discussion about workshop goals, in turn, have helped
clarify the selection process, but unexpectedly aided the committee in other crucial
tasks like program decisions. Overall, it has provided a framework for critical post-hoc
evaluation, comparing selection procedures and workshop outcomes over successive
years to improve the process or experiment with alternative strategies.
A second positive side-effect is that the associated data collection and visualization
can help the committee identify potential biases inherent in applicant pool and
selection procedure. With respect to Astro Hack Week, the committee used data
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visualizations made as part of the Entrofy process to identify a lack of candidates from
underrepresented racial and ethnic minorities. This in turn led to targeted outreach
efforts toward those groups, as well as directed fund-raising efforts to aid students
from disadvantaged backgrounds and smaller institutions.
Third, it provides algorithmic transparency and accountability for the selection
procedure. In the case study of Astro Hack Week during which participants were told
that Entrofy had been part of the selection procedure, an online survey was
administered at the end of the workshop to gauge participants’
82 percent agreed with the statement ”I think that using an algorithm for selection
makes the process more transparent” (see Table 1). Similarly, 81 percent reported
agreement with the statement, ”I believe the selection for AstroHackWeek was fair”.
Because academic meetings are an important venue for discussion, collaboration, and
career development, both conference organizers and research communities have a
vested interest in making conferences and workshops equitable to candidates from all
backgrounds and at all stages in their careers. An overwhelming 97 percent of
respondents in our case study agreed with the statement, ”I think Astro Hack Week
benefitted from a wide range of backgrounds and experiences of the attendees.” The
underlying justification for using a two-stage selection process is likely to apply to
many other situations where decision makers must select a subset of candidates,
including hiring, speaker selection for seminar series, and degree program admissions
procedures. Splitting the selection into two steps and framing the second part as a
clearly defined mathematical procedure provides this transparency: if a candidate is
rejected, that decision can be traced back to either the merit-based selection stage or
the randomized tie-breaking stage (Entrofy).
Recommendations for effective use of Entrofy
While controlling for human bias is one of the primary goals of implementing the
algorithm developed here, the algorithm itself is not a complete solution to the
problem. Careful human judgment is required at several points in the procedure, most
notably in the initial selection for merit, the selection of categories to be included in
the algorithm, and establishing the size of target proportions. Even for blinded
reviews in the first stage, assessors must be vigilant in checking their biases or the set
of acceptable candidates may be distorted in undesirable ways. It is worth noting
explicitly that if the initial recruitment and/or selection are strongly biased, Entrofy is
unlikely to be able to find a solution close to the targets, even if those targets are
deemed fair. In other words, in cases where gender parity is desired, but the
recruitment and/or blind review process are unable to attract a sufficient number of
qualified women, Entrofy will not be able to deliver a cohort with gender parity.
When the initial selection for merit prefers participants with certain characteristics at
the expense of others, it will likely make finding an optimal solution (or a solution
close to optimal) impossible. Given the targets, Entrofy may be able to correct biases
introduced during the first step to a certain degree, but that is not its intended
purpose. However, categories where the targets are far away from the input set can be
easily diagnosed from plots like shown in Fig 4, which can be generated by the Entrofy
software package. In these cases, we suggest that organizers critically examine their
initial recruitment and selection procedure for biases that could have resulted in
generating a poorly representative set of meritorious candidates. For more practical
advice for the application of Entrofy in realistic problems, see also the Supplementary
Materials.
Similarly, it is the selection committee’s responsibility to define categories and
targets that do not favour one group over another in ways that are misaligned with
the goals of the selection. For example, setting a minimum threshold on a particular
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Table 1
Negative outcomes of using Entrofy? Positive outcomes of using Entrofy?
I think the wide range
of backgrounds made the
meeting too unfocused.
I was more uncomfort-
able because attendees
came from a range of
backgrounds.
I think AstroHackWeek
benefitted from a wide
range of backgrounds and
experiences of attendees.
I think that using an algo-
rithm for selection makes
the process more transpar-
ent.
I believe the selection pro-
cedure for AstroHackWeek
was fair.
Strongly Dis-
agree
14 (42%) 0 (0%) 12 (36%) 0 (0%) 1 (3%)
Disagree 9 (27%) 0 (0%) 6 (19%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)
Somewhat Dis-
agree
5 (15%) 1 (3%) 3 (10%) 3 (10%) 0 (0%)
Somewhat
Agree
4 (12%) 4 (12%) 5 (15%) 4 (13%) 2 (6%)
Agree 0 (0%) 10 (30%) 4 (12%) 9 (27%) 11 (33%)
Strongly Agree 1 (3%) 18 (54%) 3 (9%) 14 (42 %) 14 (42%)
Don’t Know NA NA NA 3 (10%) 5 (15%)
Respondents to a post-event evaluation survey indicate their level of agreement with the statements in the header. N = 33; response rate 66%
M
ay
1
0
,
2
0
1
9
1
6
/
2
2
skill or knowledge may systematically disadvantage certain categories of candidates if
these candidates have had less access to opportunities to learn that skill or knowledge
due to structural inequalities. Overall, it is likely that this procedure is most useful to
committees already sensitized to issues around diversity and committed to improving
their procedures. In this case, objective gains made by employing Entrofy as part of
the overall strategy may be limited, but as discussed above, usage of the software and
algorithm may free up the committee’s mental capacities for critically evaluating
selection procedures.
As a matter of ethics, using a blind review followed by an unblinded algorithmic
selection based on desired characteristics could have either a beneficial or detrimental
outcome for individual participants and the cohort taken collectively. The target
characteristics are determined by the selection committee, which leaves them subject
to that group’s judgment. To the extent that Entrofy is being used as envisioned, it is
likely to lead to increased fairness for individual applicants around known biases and a
more desirable cohort experience for those selected. However, in certain situations,
blind review has been found to make selected groups decrease diversity [38]. This is
especially the case for selection committees who already have a strong commitment to
diversity and mechanisms in place to test for biases. In these cases, a blinded first step
may not be the optimal approach. We note that using demographic criteria like race,
gender, and other identity statuses protected under employment law as targets in
hiring decisions may require legal counsel beyond the scope of this software review.
Note, however, the larger and more biased the preselected cohort is compared with
the targets, the more likely it may be that finding an optimal subset becomes
impossible.
Future work
While we have shown here that the algorithm correctly selects cohorts that closely
adhere to the chosen targets where possible, the long-term effects of the proposed
method on the resulting cohorts and its participants have not been systematically
studied. In general, assessing the outcomes of a selection procedure is difficult for two
reasons. First, defining “success” is non-trivial in many selection problems. Second,
control groups almost never exist: we simply do not know how the other job candidate
would have performed, or how successful a conference would have been if a different
set of speakers had been selected, or a different selection procedure was employed.
Even clear evidence that conference attendance has a positive effect on early-career
researchers is scarce.
In the future, the algorithm proposed here might open this line of inquiry in new
ways. In particular, a crucial problem in studying conference outcomes is the selection
problem: have participants been selected because they were already successful or has
the conference improved their chances of success? The two-step procedure advocated
here yields a pool of roughly equally qualified candidates some of whom were rejected
(and did not attend) and others who were selected for attendance based on criteria
besides merit (most of whom attended). Following the outcomes of individuals in both
groups may provide a relatively clean data set for studying the effect
conference/workshop/degree program attendance has on measures of success such as
citations and career objectives. Anecdotally, we know from discussions and
open-ended survey questions that participants favour diverse workshops. In particular,
early-career researchers who identify as a gender and/or racial/ethnic minorities
remarked positively on the representation of diverse demographic groups at Astro
Hack Week. However, it is currently too early to assess the impact Astro Hack Week
might have on the participants’ careers.
Much of the discussion about the way selection committees engage with Entrofy
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and how it changes committee members’ thinking about the procedure either draws on
results from the hiring literature or is anecdotal. Similarly, we have not conclusively
shown that a committee using Entrofy makes objectively better decisions about a
cohort than a committee performing a more traditional selection. In particular, it
would be instructive to see a committee that traditionally has reported successes in
selecting a diverse set of (unblinded) candidates adopt the procedure and compare the
results. It would also be rewarding to study how the decision making process changes
when committees utilize the approach suggested here, and if it indeed leads
committees to ask critical questions about their selection, rephrase part of it in
quantitative ways and use the data to improve future workshops.
Finally, cohort selection is a problem in many different contexts beyond participant
selection for scientific workshops, which originally motivated this line of research. In
the context of academic selections, the proposed framework can be extended to
traditional conferences where talks, posters and papers are actively filtered. The
similarities between this application and workshop participant selection invite a closely
analogous procedure.
More generally, we envision that any cohort selection process could be a potential
use case. In particular, we would like to explore applications of Entrofy to
undergraduate or graduate school admissions in which candidates are generally
selected by committees similar in structure to conference selection committees. In this
context, blinding during the first stage is difficult due to the nature of Curriculum
Vitae and reference letters. Further, as discussed above, it may produce adverse
results in situations where panels are particularly sensitive to diversity already. There
is still merit, however, in making the process more quantitative. The overall
applications could still be scored, and that scoring interrogated. As in the context of
hiring, there is likely to be an large intrinsic variance in scores, and in general ranking
decisions by committees may have low predictability especially when the decision
process includes unstructured interviews, as e.g. a natural experiment at the
University of Texas Medical School has shown [39]. Especially in highly competitive
settings, which also includes for example grant proposals or fellowship applications,
there is likely a large pool of highly qualified candidates and selection procedures
might benefit considerably from accounting for committee variance in initial merit
decisions by setting a fairly tolerant cut-off for acceptable candidates and letting
Entrofy decide between them based on other selection goals.
We do not anticipate Entrofy to be useful for selecting employees in a classical
hiring context, because it relies on maximizing a cohort over multiple categories,
whereas hiring decisions are usually performed for individual positions. However,
Entrofy could potentially be used in producing a balanced shortlist of candidates to be
invited to interview or in cohort hiring scenarios as with first year law firm, banking,
and consulting candidates [19].
Conclusions
Cohort selection is and remains an intrinsically human, biased, and difficult problem.
A plethora of evidence suggests that judgments based on the assessor’s experience and
intuition often lead to selections that align with the assessor’s biases and lack
predictive power with respect to selection outcomes. We suggest here that a two-step
procedure based on a blind merit selection followed by an algorithmic cohort selection
based on extrinsic criteria can produce cohorts whose attributes align with uniquely
defined cohort characteristics. We have presented a new algorithm and software,
Entrofy, that automates the second part of this process, have shown that it has found
optimal solutions in practice, and have argued that this process provides
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accountability, transparency, and empowers humans to overcome implicit biases in
selection processes. The selected cohorts match pre-defined targets in both simulations
and our case study, insofar as an optimal cohort exists. We propose that our solution
allows for improved control of human biases during cohort selection, as well as greater
accountability and fairness for candidates. However, research in academic cohort
selection remains scarce and should be a priority for the future.
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